SLAMMER® U.S. Patent # 5,954,952

CURB & GUTTER INLET PROTECTION

Economical solutions for best management practices

As a Sediment & Erosion Control Maintenance Contractor, I want what everyone else wants. A Curb & Gutter Inlet protection device that’s economical to install, inspect and maintain. It should be surface mounted to capture sediment in the gutter where it’s both easy to see and remove. It has to be lightweight and easy for one person to install without removing the heavy iron grate. This device mustn’t protrude into the street as to become a traffic obstruction, or to be whisked away by a snow plow or other street cleaning operation. Introducing SLAMMER®

~ INSTALLATION ~

#1. CLEAN SURFACE OF GRATE

#2. APPLY BEAD OF E-6000 ADHESIVE TO GRATE

#3. POSITION SLAMMER® ON GRATE

#4. STEP ON SLAMMER® TO EVEN OUT ADHESIVE. THAT’S ALL THERE IS TO IT!

Adhesive curing time is extended in wet and cold conditions. We chose the E-6000 adhesive for its tendency to release from the iron grate upon removal of the SLAMMER®. Do not use permanent adhesives to install SLAMMER® products.

~ SIZING ~

Give us the grate dimensions and curb opening size

~ OR ~

The D.O.T. Standard Drawings & we’ll build to those specifications
With SLAMMER® products you don’t have to. Developed by and for Sediment and Erosion Control Maintenance Contractors. Easy to install, inspect and maintain. Outfit your project today and see your profits increase, while your overall costs decrease.

Why waste your time installing maintenance intensive bags, sacks, sandbags, gravel filled wire baskets, “Pigs in a Blanket”, or straw bales when you can have economical to install & maintain SLAMMER® Curb & Gutter Inlet protection appliances protecting your jobsite? Tweaked for 8 years on hundreds of construction sites in all soil types and now they’re ready for your next project.

~TRAPPING CAPABILITY~

The SLAMMER® captures silt and sediment in the gutter close to the inlet where it can be easily removed by a street sweeper, or swept and shoveled by hand in just a couple minutes.

~RELIABILITY~

The SLAMMER® is ready for the worst Mother Nature and a busy construction site has to offer.